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It is Greater to Possess the Divine Will and to Form Its Kingdom 
Gospel Reading for March 8, 2017 

With Divine Will Truths 
Luke 11: 29-32 

The crowds got even bigger, and Jesus addressed them: 
‘This is a wicked generation; it is asking for a sign. The only sign it will be 

given is the sign of Jonah. For just as Jonah became a sign to the Ninevites, so will 
the Son of Man be to this generation. On Judgement day the Queen of the South will 
rise up with the men of this generation and condemn them, because she came from 
the ends of the earth to hear the Wisdom of Solomon; and there is something 
greater than Solomon here. On Judgement day the men of Nineveh will stand up 
with this generation and condemn it, because when Jonah preached they repented; 
and there is something greater than Jonah here.’ 
 

III. Jesus and Israel’s Faith in the One God and Savior (CCC) 
590 Only the Divine Identity of Jesus’ Person can justify so absolute a claim as “He 

who is not with Me is against Me”; and His saying that there was in Him 
“something greater than Jonah, . . . greater than Solomon,” something “greater 
than the Temple”; his reminder that David had called the Messiah his Lord,371 

and his affirmations, “Before Abraham was, I AM”; and even “I and the Father are 
one.”372 

 
From the Book of Heaven 

V21 – March 19, 1927 – “…And besides, what is greater—to Possess Me in the 
depth of your soul, under the Beautiful Heaven of My Will formed in you, or to visit 
the Celestial Fatherland often?  I believe it is greater to Possess It. “ 
 
V21 – May 12, 1927 - “When one must do a greater good, he must content himself 
with putting the minor good aside; more so, since the minor was to serve the 
Balance of Justice, and My Humanity could not, nor did It want to oppose this 
Divine Balance.  Furthermore, the chastisements were to serve as a Call for 
creatures, as Speaking Voice, as Sentries, in order to shake them from the sleep of 
sin; as a spur, in order to place them on the way; as Light in order to Lead them.  
Therefore, they were also means in order to make them receive the Goods of 
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Redemption; and I did not want to destroy these helps.  And this is why, in spite of 
My coming upon earth, the peoples were not completely exempted from the 
chastisements they deserved.   

“Now, My daughter Luisa, you think you would have done more had you freed 
the peoples from the chastisements, so necessary in these times; and in seeing that 
this is not granted to you, life becomes bothersome for you, and you would want to 
come to the Celestial Fatherland.  Poor daughter, you are such a child in the 
Knowledge of the True Goods, Great, Incalculable and Never-Ending, and of the 
goods that are little and finite.   

“Is it not greater to form the Kingdom of My Divine Will in order to make It 
Known; to Prepare the Way so as to let them Enter into It, the Light of Its 
Knowledges in order to Lead them; to give Happiness, the Original State of their 
Creation, back to creatures; to Enrich them with All the Goods that a Divine Will 
Contains?  Comparing the good produced if you had freed the peoples from all 
chastisements to the great Good of the Kingdom of the Supreme Fiat, the first 
would be nothing compared to the second.  So, you find yourself in My Same 
Condition of having to content yourself with forming the Kingdom of the Divine 
Will, that is greater than anything; while, as for the chastisements, you must 
content yourself with letting them follow their course in part.  More so, since I keep 
you on earth for the Kingdom of My Will—this is your Special Mission.” 
 

FIAT! 


